Daily hassles, cortisol, and the pathogenesis of depression.
Daily hassles and/or ongoing stress are associated with increased cortisol secretion in healthy individuals. Hassles are also associated with increased cortisol levels in depressed patients. Considerable evidence suggests that hypercortisolism is involved in the pathogenesis of depressive disorders. Over the past decade, there has been a shift from viewing excessive hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) activity in depression as an epiphenomenon to its having specific effects on symptom formation. The author suggests that increased cortisol secretion caused by daily hassles and/or ongoing stress contributes to the development of depressive disorders. Minor stressful events may lead to depression in vulnerable individuals. Genetic factors interact with environmental factors to influence the vulnerability to stress and mood disorders. The author also proposes that elevated cortisol levels associated with stressful daily events may worsen the condition of depressed patients. The author notes that one of the goals of prevention of stress-related disorders is to help individuals be more competent in managing their behavior and emotions in reaction to negative aspects of their environment, and briefly discusses stress management methods and techniques. The risk of developing depression is determined by a complex interplay between genetic susceptibility, environmental exposures, and aging. These influences also account for long term changes in the regulation of HPA function. Further studies of HPA function may not only advance our understanding of the role of the HPA system in the etiology and pathogenesis of psychiatric disorders, but also be useful in refining conceptions of psychiatric disorders themselves and possible approaches to the treatment of these conditions.